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‘lbere exist infinitely many kernel-perfect gr@~s G w@~ inverse gr?ph G”’ has no lkernel. 
There exist also infinitely many kernel-critical graphs’ thh8t’~ate not strongly eonnecti=d. : . 
- 
A kerr~el of a direct& graph G = (V, V) ‘$ a sub&t M c V with the following 
properties: / . 
(1) K is stable: &#K).n M = $3, 
(2) K is dominant: &(ik) U K = V. 
G is said to be &zr&-perfect if every iiiduced subgraph ci G has a kernel [I]. G 
is kernel-p~~ect-cn’tical, oi KP-ctitic4 ‘;for short, if G has no kernel but every 
proper subgraph of G has a kernel. Suppose G ~has no kernel but the deletion of 
any vertex II E V prodtitxs-a graph with a k&nel~ then G is ez&d kern&critical 
or K-c&c al. 
G-’ denotes the reverse grsph of G, obtained from G by changing the direction 
of all arcs. 
We disprove here the two foliawing cMjectures: 
C0n;ge&~~ 1 (V.’ Chvibti, CT. Rerge). If G is kernei-perfect, then G’-’ is _j 
kernel-per feet. 
Conjectrpm! 2 (P. Duchet). A K-critical digraph is strongly connected. 
Count~~umple 1. The graph G shown by Fig. 1 is KP-critical but the reverse 
graph G” is kernel perfect. 
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Courrterexample 
netted. 
Counterexample 3. Fig. 3 shows a oriented ( = antisymetrical) Agraph which is 
2. Fig. 2 shows a K-critic: ‘* graph which is n It stron gly con- 
Fig. 2. 
K-critical but not strongI!/ connected. . 
Fig. 3. 
The reader viii11 easily verify the validity of these countere G.amples and the 
existence of irlfinitely many others, using the three simple follwing remarks: 
Lemma A (cf. [2]). G is kerrlel-perfect ifl eve y strongly connected compownt of G 
is kemel -perfect. 
CX( G, v) denotes the digraph got from G by substituting for VQ rtex v of C and 
for the arcs incident to v, three new vertices u-, v”, U+ and the n ;tw ares: 
wv- for wu E U, 
v- L’O, 
L’OuC, 
V+W for VW E U. 
L~IMW B. cw(G, v) has a kernel (resp. is kernel-perfect, is IKP-criti 321) if and only if 
G has a kernel (resp. is kernel-perject, is KP-critical). 
Let u = ab an arc of a d’ igraph G. Delete u, add two neti ver ices a’ and b’ and 
join them by the IWW arcs aa’ a%’ h’b, let us denore the resulting :;raph p(G, u). 
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